Department of Chemistry
http://www.ch.cam.ac.uk/
Lensfield Road
Cambridge
CB2 1EW

**Todd Hamied Room** seats a maximum of 36; it has data projection, whiteboard (mobile), overhead projectors and flip chart (on request).

**Room U202** seats a maximum of 36, it has data projection, and whiteboard (fixed), overhead projectors and flip chart (on request).

**Faculty contact:** M. G. Karabyn, mgk11@cam.ac.uk

Faculty of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
http://www.ames.cam.ac.uk/
Faculty of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
Sidgwick Avenue
Cambridge
CB3 9DA

**Room 7**

**Faculty contact:** Molly O’Reilly, mao36@cam.ac.uk

Faculty of Classics
http://www.classics.cam.ac.uk/
Faculty of Classics
Sidgwick Avenue
Cambridge
CB3 9DA
UK

**Room 2.03** (Second Floor, Entrance 3), seats approx. 27, tables with chairs, wired and wireless internet access, data projector, speakers, Smartboard, Mac Mini with built-in DVD drive, whiteboard.

**Faculty contact:** Lina Undicino, pu10000@cam.ac.uk
Faculty of English
http://www.english.cam.ac.uk/
9 West Road
Cambridge
CB3 9DP

For room information please refer to the documents below:
- English Faculty Rooms T&Cs
- Maps
- Safety Document for Visitors

Faculty contact: Faculty of English, english@hermes.cam.ac.uk

Faculty of History
http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/
West Road
Cambridge UK
CB3 9EF

Seminar Room 1: seats with boardroom style tables, room for more without table space, basement, no wheelchair access. Full computer/internet/AV

Seminar Room 12: 26 seats with tables, 3rd floor, wheelchair access. Full computer/internet/AV

Faculty contact: Mike Weaver, mjw205@cam.ac.uk

Faculty of Modern and Medieval Languages
http://www.mml.cam.ac.uk/
University of Cambridge
Sidgwick Avenue
CB3 9DA

Room 331 in the Raised Faculty Building has a capacity of 18 people and includes such equipment as a computer, projector and whiteboard. The room is located on the 3rd floor but there is a lift so there is disabled access to the room.

Faculty contact: Ben Karniely, bdk25@cam.ac.uk
**Institute of Criminology**

http://www.crim.cam.ac.uk/about/contact/

Sidgwick Avenue
Cambridge
CB3 9DA

**Room B3** seats 45 with tables and chairs in traditional classroom style, equipped to run PowerPoint.

**Room B4** seats 36 maximum in current setting – horseshoe arrangement of tables/chairs with additional central tables/chairs, equipped to run PowerPoint.

**Faculty contact:** Joanne Garner, jf225@cam.ac.uk

---

**Faculty of Divinity**

Map: [http://map.cam.ac.uk/Faculty+of+Divinity](http://map.cam.ac.uk/Faculty+of+Divinity)
West Road
Cambridge
CB3 9BS

**Lightfoot Room**

**Equipment available:**

- UniofCam wireless
- Large plasma screen (*with connections for laptop*)
- Whiteboard if requested
- Flipchart if requested

**Faculty contact:** Karen Webb (*Chief Secretary*), Tel: 01223 763437